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1. For teachers in grades K-12: District Expectations for the use of  Canvas in the 2nd
quarter of  the school year are to create assignments and/or have Discussions in your course(s), as
well as to place student resources, such as links, files, videos, into Pages/Modules/Studio; please
talk with your Tech Coach if  you don’t yet know how to utilize Pages/Modules/Studio, or how to
upload files or videos..

2. For teachers and administrators: Have you ever considered becoming a Certified Canvas
Educator? Do you know the Canvas basics?  Are you ready to take a deeper dive into teaching and
learning with Canvas in K-12? The Certified Canvas
Educator program is designed to strengthen your Canvas use
and amplify your instructional practices.

3. For all staff, but especially teachers: Have you used Chrome extensions yet? This article gives
a massive list of  50 of  the best Chrome extensions for teachers. Chrome Extensions are applications
that run inside the Chrome browser and provide additional functionality, integration with third-party
websites or services, and customized browsing experiences.  The right extensions can turn your
browser into a Swiss-army knife of  efficiency.ReadAloud, GoogleKeep, Lucidchart, Miro, OneTab,
Padlet, and many more Chrome extensions will make your life and your job easier.

4. For all teachers who use both Skyward and Canvas: Have you ever taken a
look at the Canvas-to-Skyward Teacher Guides? These guides answer many
questions for teachers, such as How do I correctly name my Canvas assignment groups
for Skyward grade passback? How do I sync my Canvas assignment groups to my
Skyward grading categories? How do I sync grades from Canvas to the Skyward
gradebook? Please check out the Canvas-to-Skyward Teacher Guides.

Fun technology fact: An ingenious, small-scale wind-turbine wall could provide enough electricity
to cover your electric bill.  American designer and entrepreneur Joe
Doucet created a concept wall that hides in plain sight, and is both
a wall and a wind turbine all in one. It looks like a kinetic art
installation. His wind turbine wall consists of  a grid of  square panes
spinning simultaneously along 25 axes (plural of  axis,not the
chopping instrument). The exact size and format aren’t set in stone,
so variations of  that wall could be used anywhere with a decent
span, like on the side of  a highway or the fence around a building.
Watch your fingers, though! See the very short video and article
here.
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